CHAPTER 4
CARILLON

Fig. 15

Physical Description
The carillon contains a minimum of twenty-three bells (anything less is classified
as a chime) and has three main components: the console and its mechanics, the bells, and
the housing. The large cast bells, which can weigh in excess of twenty tons, are made of
bronze (78% copper and 22% tin) and the clappers are made of iron. The carillon is
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usually housed in a tower. This tower is often part of a church, a clock tower, or a bell
tower specifically designed for the instrument.1
The console resembles an organ console with long wooden dowels instead of
keys. The levers are arranged in a standard piano keyboard sequence and include a set of
pedals. Several strong wires are connected to the console's levers and the clappers on the
bells. The standard carillon works on mechanical action; however, modern carillons can
add additional control such as electronic time controls and MIDI.

Range and Tuning

Fig. 16

Although the carillon commands a full chromatic range, sometimes the bottom C#
bell is not present because it is not often used and the large bell can be expensive. Older
carillons were tuned in mean-tone temperament but modern bells conform to the equaltempered system. The carillon is also a transposing instrument, as many older models
were not built in concert pitch.2 Therefore, if a carillon is pitched in A, written notes will
sound a minor third lower.

1

Norman Bliss, webmaster, "The Guild of Carilloners in North America" [Web Page]
http://www.gcna.org/index.html; Internet; accessed October 2002.
2

John Gouwens, interview by the author, Muncie Indiana, October 2002.
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Fig. 17 One of the large bronze bells

Fig. 18 The console with levers for hands and feet

Technique
Carillons use a downward striking motion with the bottom of a half closed hand
on the protruding levers (see fig 2.8). Performers can also use the feet to depress the
pedals that will also ring the bells. Sometimes players wear a small pads on their hands
for comfort. Passages with scales are often accomplished with a hand-over-hand motion.
The mechanism is not designed to be as agile as the piano, however, some modern
carillons are equipped with MIDI controllers in the form of piano keyboards, which can
increase agility and enable the performance of many piano transcriptions.
Levers are never held down; the bells cannot be dampened, and the tone will
sustain even after the levers return to the upright position. Multiple note chords can be
accomplished by a combination of pedals and hands, splitting the fingers apart so that
two levers are depressed with each hand, or chords can be rolled in the manner of a
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harpsichord or harp. When splitting the hand to sound a chord, the largest distance
between the fingers is a fourth. Trills and tremolos are also possible. Because the keys
are much further apart than on a piano, wide leaps and quick extreme register changes
can be awkward.3
Carillon music is written on a grand staff. The top staff is dedicated to the
manuals and the bass staff is reserved for the pedals. Although the pedal notes can be
achieved via the manuals as well, it is often easier to play with the feet because of the
weight required to sound the lower notes. The heaviness of the lever action on the lower
bells does not allow them to be struck repeatedly at a rapid tempo.4 The excerpt below
by Roy Hamlin Johnson features six-note chords. When players encounter chords with
this number of notes, the left hand plays the top note in the bass staff and the bottom note
in the treble staff.

Fig. 19 Roy Hamlin Johnson, Summer Fanfares (The Guild of Carillonneurs in
North America, 1997).
The carillon is capable of six-note chords: two notes in each hand and one per foot.

3

Ibid.

4

Ibid.
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Dynamics
The carillon can be one of the loudest instruments. Its sound can be heard over
long distances without the aid of electronic amplification. The carillon is also capable of
producing sound at a soft dynamic level. Because the instrument is controlled via
mechanical action, the harder the levers are struck, the louder the resulting sound will be.
One will note that there is a considerable amount of difference in the action of the high
and low bells. The levers of the lower pitched bells are heavier to depress because they
connect to larger clappers which strike the larger bells. Many times a carilloner will use
the pedals to control the lower pitches because of the heavier action. The pedals are
merely an alternative control and control the same pitches as the upper part of the
console.5

5

Ibid.
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Fig. 20 Parable for Carillon by Vincent Persichetti - Note the ability to play at ppp lontanissimo.
© Elkan-Vogel, Inc., Used by the Permission of the Publisher.
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How the Bells Are Rung
Ringing the bells can be accomplished using two different approaches: by 1)
moving the clapper to strike the bell, or 2) swinging the bell itself to hit the clapper inside
the bell. The first way can be controlled by the console, MIDI, or an electronic time
clock. The second approach usually involves only the heaviest bells, which are attached
to swings. Once a heavy bell is set swinging, it may take several minutes to stop.
Obviously, swinging the bells gives the performer literally no control and is reserved for
signal or symbolic reasons.6 When the bells are struck with the clapper, they can be hit
on either the inside or outside of the bell. They are always struck on the lower portion of
the rim.

6

Ibid.
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The outside clapper

Fig. 21

The inside clapper

The chain driven swing

Fig. 22
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Fig. 23 Dr. Kirby Koriath performing on the carillon

Fig. 24 The console

Fig. 25 A close-up view of the console.
Note the performer's half closed hands
used to strike down the levers.
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Fig. 26 Wires from the console to
the bell crank or tumbler

Fig. 27 Illustration courtesy of
The Guild of Carilloners in North
America

Fig. 28 A cross section of the
console
On the left side are the levers on
the right side are the wires that
connect to the bell crank.
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Bell Tones

Fig. 29 A bell from the Schaffer Tower at Ball State University

Bells have a large number of overtones. Bell makers take special care in tuning
important overtones. There are five tones that are of specific importance. The hum tone
is the lowest and is the vibration of the entire bell. The prime or striking tone is the most
prominent tone; it is one octave above the hum tone. The tierce is a minor third up from
the prime. This gives the bell its unique timbre as it does not follow the overtone series
directly. The quint is a fifth above the prime and the nominal is an octave above the
prime.7

7

Frank Percival Price, The Carillon, (London: Oxford University Press, 1933), 86-95.
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An example:

Nominal
Quint
Tierce
Prime

Hum tone
Fig. 30 Overtones of the bells

Because of the prominence of the minor third, the octatonic scale, which is rich in
minor thirds, is considered idiomatic to carillon writing (see fig. 31). Voicings should be
given special attention; the ring of the minor third may cause a simple triad C2-E2-G2-C3
to sound muddled. Revoicing the chord to C2-G2-E3-C4 will spread the pitches out and
allow for a full sound without conflicting overtones.
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Fig. 31 Suite no 1 for Carillon by John Courter
Note the title of the movement and his use of the octatonic scale
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Literature
Many compositions performed on carillon are arrangements and transcriptions.
The carillon's repertoire of original music is not as rich as that of other instruments for
three reasons: early carillons were automated and the console did not come into play until
later; the instrument has many limitations; and early carilloners developed the ability to
improvise like an organist. In the twentieth century, new music has been written for
carillon. Although combinations including Highland pipes, brass, and amplified
instruments have been attempted, most of the successful literature written has been for
solo carillon. On occasion, carillon will be used as sound effects in an outdoor
performance of Tchaikovsky's 1812 Overture.8
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8

John Gouwens, interview by the author, Muncie, Indiana, October 2002.
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Fig. 32 "Canzone" from Six Compositions by Gian Carlo Menotti
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Fig. 33 "Dirge" from Suite for Carillon by Samuel Barber

History and Origins
The carillon evolved from the clock-tower chimes of the early Renaissance.
These bells provided a signal that announced the hour so people would know the time.
These early models were automated with a clock and a large cylinder that had moveable
pins to activate bells as it turned. These cylinders later became the engine for the much
smaller music box.
Later, in 1510, the first manuals were installed. Then the bells could be used as a
musical instrument instead of a mere timepiece. Carilloners often improvised or played
folk tunes. In Belgium, 1746, the first notated original music composed expressly for
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carrilon was published, causing a collection of original music written for carillon to
emerge.9
The twentieth century seemed to favor the carillon more as a concert instrument
than other centuries. Celebrated composers such as Samuel Barber, Gian-Carlo Menotti,
Alan Hovhaness, and George Crumb all wrote for the instrument. The compositions
became more adventurous and moved beyond mere arrangements of folk and classical
tunes.

9

Ibid.
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Fig. 34 Novena di Natale by Nino Rota

